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Abstract. An erupting prominence seen by SOHO/EIT was tracked into the field of view of
the LASCO C2 and C3 coronagraphs where it developed into the core of a structured CME.
The erupting prominence was deflected by an angle of ∼20◦ towards the north pole whereas the
consequent core of the CME and it’s leading edge propagated in the outer corona at constant
position angle. The prominence material underwent a constant acceleration phase until a height
of ∼1.5 solar radii before it started to decelerate up to a distance of 5.0 solar radii. An inflow of
plasma with a speed of about 70-80 km/s was discovered in the EIT observations at a height of
1.5-1.2 solar radii in the course of the prominence eruption, matching in time the prominence
deceleration phase. The downflowing material followed a curved path, suggestive of the apex of
a contracting magnetic loop sliding down along other field lines.

1. Introduction
Detection of sunward moving plasma after CME eruptions has recently been reported

by several authors (Innes et al. 2003 and references therein). These downflows were
interpreted as shrinking of magnetic field lines that had opened during the solar eruptions.
Based on the complementary observations of TRACE and RHESSI, Asai et al. (2004)
interpreted the nonthermal radiation detected at times of the downflows as evidence
for magnetic reconnection processes underneath the CME. In this study we report a
downflow of plasma identified in EIT observations taken at 195 Å in the course of a
prominence associated coronal mass ejection.

2. Observations and Conclusions
(a) The downflow of the plasma occured approximately 90 minutes after the onset of

the prominence eruption at a height of about 1.5 R� as seen by EIT at 195 Å (Figure 1).
The speed of the inflow was about 70-80 km/s. There was no evidence for any inflow in
the coronagraphic images taken by LASCO/C2 & C3.

(b) A deflection of about 20 degrees towards the north pole was observed in the early
phase of the prominence eruption (Figure 2 left panel). Height-time analysis of different
specific features along the prominence showed similar position angle, height-time and
speed-height profiles.

(c) The height-time profiles revealed that the downflow started at times of the decel-
eration phase of the CME core (Figure 2 right panel).

(d) The leading edge of the CME observed in the LASCO/C2 & C3 FOV propagated
with a speed of 860 km/s whereas the speed of the CME core was just 210 km/s (Figure 2
right panel).
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Figure 1. Left Panel: Running difference images taken by EIT at 195 Å showing simultaneous
eruptions of the prominences marked by P1, P2 and P3. The eruption started on 05/03/00 at
around 16:00 UT. In all images North is up and West is top the right. Right Panel: Series of
EIT 195 Å running difference images displaying the downflow after the eruption. The dowflow,
visible as the bright feature in the NW part of the limb, started at around 17:36 UT in the EIT
FOV.

Figure 2. Left panel: Position angle variation with time of prominence in the EIT FOV (aster-
isks) and CME in LASCO/C2 (diamonds) and in C3 (triangles) FOV. The PA variation with
time of the leading edge and the inflow in the EIT FOV are presented by crosses and solid
dots respectively. Right Panel: Height-time profile for the prominence (asterisks), the core in
LASCO/C2 (diamonds) & C3 (triangles), the leading edge (crosses) and the inflow (solid dots).

The results emphasize the importance of further studies of the height-time evolution
of prominences in the context of the internal structures of CMEs from the low corona up
to several solar radii distance from the limb.
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